
The Wall



For my project I decided to make a fake wall to hide all of 
the cords for my consoles and tv, as well as a place for 

my controllers to stay so they stop getting lost
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Phase 1 - Step 1
Come up with ideas, research



Problem Definition : messy cords-Fake wall 
Primary Function
★ Hide cords
★ Holds loose batteries
★ Controller docks
★ No more lost controllers
★ Consoles accessible 

Secondary Function
★ Makes house less messy
★ Less controller 

replacement
★ Charge controllers?

Thoughts
❖ Can’t take too much room
❖ Have to be able to re plug in controllers
❖ Cannot impede tv movement
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The mess in question
And my idea
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EWWWWW

Tv sticks 
out here

Conso
les 
stick 
out 
here

batterie
s



In wall drawers

Functionality-opens and closes, 
doesn’t take too much space 

Pro-looks nice

Con- probably hard to pull off

I don't know how to do this with 
cardboard, but that is an example of 
the kind of drawer I want
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Controller docks

Functionality- Holds controllers

Pro- Can build different styles for all 
controllers

Con- It's challenging to find ways to 
hang controllers from walls 

I can definitely personalise these per 
controller, and person. 
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Hidden door

Functionality- Doesn't stick out, part 
of wall

Pro- can still hide cords, but 
moveable to get to the consoles

Con- might compromise the structural 
integrity of the wall

I love the idea of having a hidden 
door, but this isn't necessary



Thoughts

❖ I really want this to look good
❖ May have to reinforce the wall to prevent it from 

breaking 
❖ The drawer idea may be to much for cardboard to 

handle. Another solution is to make a cup that hangs 
from the wall to contain batteries
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Controller prototyping- constraints and key features 
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These are my design 
pages for part one of 
my project
The one on the right is 
the dimensions for 6 
different controllers
The one on the left has 
four designs because 
some controllers require 
the same dock design in 
different scales
These are what I like to 
call type s controllers



Phase 1 - Step 2
The first prototypes - Controller



Type s controller dock prototype 
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This is the first prototype for the standard controller design, with a test to see how it would fix an 
Xbox controller



Wii dock prototype

This is a wii contoller 
dock, they are much 
more simple due to 
the stickiness nature 
of the standard wii 
controller
This one is much to 
big for what it needs 
to hold and the next 
iteration will be 
much smaller 13



The rest and next steps

I have not attempted to prototype the wall itself or the 
battery drawer yet as I am out of boxes. 
The next step is to prototype more controller docks and 
go get more material since I ran out
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Phase 1 - Step 3
The drawer



Battery Drawer pieces

HANDLE
Drawer 

base/recess

Main drawer 

PT 1

Stopper 
here, not 
pictured



Putting together

Back to 

prevent rolling 

away

Added 

support/block 

drawer from 

being fully 

removed

HANDLE 

Attached



Put together drawer

Fully in 
A bit pulled 

out
Fully out



Learned, Liked, No

Learned: I can’t forget the back of drawer otherwise anything in said drawer may 
not be pulled out with the drawer
Liked:I like the idea of adding something to prevent the drawer from being fully 
removed, and this will be added in further prototypes
Did not like: Well I burned myself on the hot glue I used a couple of times. That was 
uncomfy. Anyway when I was putting it all together, the drawer into the base(?) I 
didnt think about it and sealed the back, then I had a hard time inserting the drawer 
because of the stopper I created to prevent removal of said drawer. Luckily I used 
flimsy materials so I could just use pressure. But next time I need to remember this 
problem so It does not happen again.



Phase 1 
Prototype testing



Controller docks 

What is the purpose of the prototype
‐ Hold controllers on the wall

How did you test your prototype (User Testing, 
Simulated Test, and/or Visual Evaluation)

‐ Put controllers on docks taped to wall, see how 
long it holds, suspended over pillows to protect 
controllers in case of failing

Results
Still on the wall after 2 hours, duct tape almost 
failed before prototypes did

Wii dock
Too much 
roomAdded 

weight

Dock on 
wall

Holding 
controller



Evaluation

What aspects of your design and/or build do you like?
‐ They have stayed together great, did not fall apart
‐ I like the claw design for the type s controllers but...

What aspects of your design and/or build do you not like?
‐ When I hung my controllers I came across a few design flaws.
‐ The pocket docks were too wide, they could hold a wii controller and nunchuk
‐ The type s docks seemed fine when I first built them, but once connected to the wall 

they sat to close and only the smallest controller could stay on without risk of falling

How are you going to improve your design?
‐ Make the pocket docks smaller, closer to the size of the controller in question 
‐ Make the claws bigger to account for the wall and the controller bumps.



Battery drawer 

What is the purpose of the prototype
‐ Contain batteries to stop losing them 

How did you test your prototype (User Testing, 
Simulated Test, and/or Visual Evaluation)

‐ Put in batteries until I ran out, then put in 
extra stuff until I ran out of room

Results
Holds a lot, maybe too big

5 10 16

21 25, I ran out 
of batteries

25 batteries and 
some extra stuff



Evaluation

What aspects of your design and/or build do you like?
‐ Held up to 25 batteries, a full steel padlock, a battery bank and a charging block
‐ Slid in and out easily

What aspects of your design and/or build do you not like?
‐ The stopper failed a couple time as I was putting things in
‐ At a certain point it felt like the base was starting to fail

How are you going to improve your design?
‐ Make it so that the stopper is more sturdy
‐ Build the base out of a sturdier material than paperboard



Phase 1-step 4
Wall prototype



Building the wall

Building the wall itself, full scale for the 
first time I learned that I have to build the 
wall in two parts to go around the tv
I took a suggestion and made the type s 
controller docks triangles and it worked 
much better, the bigger controllers didn’t 
fall off the wall, as well as the smaller Wii 
docks
Something I won’t do again is use duct 
tape to attach it to the wall, I just did that 
for the rough draft so It is easily 
removable



Testing

To test I simply mounted the wall where 
it needs to be, and attached 2 controller 
docks (I couldn’t find the rest of the 
controllers. It is still standing as I am 
writing this.
The wall as I built it is pretty sturdy, but 
the materials I got were shorter than I 
thought it would be, but that is okay, 
because I had lights to account for 
anyway

Wall

One Attached Dock

Drawer



Evaluation
I like to have the cutouts for the consoles and the 
power box(?) however before the next iteration I 
need to rearrange the cord mess, so it stops 
pushing apart the two wall halves
I don’t necessarily like the way I connected the 
two wall halves, I think instead of the duct-tape I 
want to decide a latch to hold it together, so it 
can come apart easier  
For the next iteration I when cut the wall 
material it will be with a better knife so the cuts 
are more even, and I will design a latching 
mechanism and attach it to the wall better

Before and 
after images
Of the mess 
the wall is 
meant to hide 



The final iteration
Small tweaks and changes



Focus 1 - The wall itself

I chose to focus on this area because
‐ It is the main piece of this project and as 

such, kinda the most important to look at

My approach
‐ I took 2 pieces of black poster board and cut 

them so that there would be a way to access 
the consoles as well as to plug things in as 
necessary 

The results
‐ This is a bit different from my first idea, but 

that is okay the 2 piece wall works great, 
and holds the controller weight like a champ

Tv sticks 
out hereCons

oles 
stick 
out 
here

batterie
s

This was my 
original idea

This is what it 
turned into

Non important 
reflection here 



Focus 2 - The docks

I chose to focus on this area because
‐ This is the other important part of this entire 

project 

My approach
‐ I had 2 different controller docks to make at 

this time, standard and wii, i used a triangle 
design for the s-types and a box for the wiis

The results
‐ The docks I made work quite well, they are 

cut individually to fit each controllers specific 
design changes controller to controller, and 
they stay on wonderfully

The type S 
(standard) 
controller docks as 
pictured below, 
they work quite 
well

Wii controller 
docks, i promise 
they work, but the 
controllers are 
missing, which was 
the purpose of 
building these 
anyway



Focus 3 - The latch

I chose to focus on this area because
‐ This was a strange unexpected design 

element, not included in my beginning plans

My approach
‐ I found some old screws and screwed them 

into the wall itself, and used rubber bands to 
hold it together, so it is removable and easy 
to use in case i need to remove the wall 
quickly 

The results
‐ This works rather well, but I did need to hot 

glue the screws into place due to the nature 
of the material I built the wall of



Primary Functionalities

Hide cord mess
‐ The wall itself easily addressed this purpose, 

hiding the mess as a physical barrier so you 
can no longer see it

Easy access consoles 
‐ This was also a fairly easy thing to do with 

the nature of the wall, as i could simply add 
a cutout where the console sits 

Controller and battery containment
‐ This is addressed by the drawer and docks I 

built, containing all in a place easily 
accessible, and hard to lose

Pictures and/or Video Here!Error: no picture available



Secondary Functionalities
Make house less messy

‐ Hiding the cords behind a black wall makes 
an instant improvement, as the black is as a 
void you do not pay attention to, and the 
mess no longer affects how much of a mess 
the house looks like

Less controller replacement
‐ The controllers having a set place to belong 

makes it much less likely they will be broken 
from being left in a random place

Charge controllers 
‐ Unfortunately I never managed to address 

this as I forgot it was a goal of mine, but I 
have an idea of how too.

Error: no picture available



Project Reflection
Aspects of my project that I like

‐ I love that the wall matches the house and the 
tv, making it seem to simply be a void behind the 
tv and this wall does exactly what it was 
designed to. And the blue adds a minimalistic 
cyber look, though you cannot see it in the 
picture

Aspects of my project that were difficult
‐ Building a wall that would fit around my tv, at 

first i just wanted to remove it from its swivel 
bracket, but I didn't know how to without 
breaking it

What I would do differently next time
‐ I want to spray paint the docks and make it 

so I can charge the controllers on their docs

Non important reflection here 


